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STRATEGIC PLAN 2017 – 2020
Mission

To provide the environment and support for local innovative enterprises to sustain and 		
			
scale, assisting long term economic development and increasing sustainable employment in
			Melbourne’s North.

Objectives

1. To support startup and SME business development through effective delivery of business
			
support in business incubators
			
2. To build strategic partnerships to grow value in Melbourne’s North
			
3. To provide flexible environments and attract high potential clients from across 			
			Melbourne’s North
Melbourne Innovation Centre (Darebin Enterprise Centre Ltd.) was established in 1997 to provide the environment
and mentorship to contribute to the growth of SMEs and microbusinesses, and the creation of new jobs within the
City of Darebin.
The organisation has incubated over 400 startup and scaleup businesses in this time, creating in excess of 1,500 new
jobs within Melbourne’s North and contributing approximately $66M to the Victorian Economy annually.
In 2008, MIC was recognised for its success and awarded International Business Incubator of the Year by the
International Business Innovation Association (InBIA) and remains one of only three business incubators in Australia to
receive this award.
MIC’s Business Incubation Program has been delivered in partnership with the City of Darebin by utilising,
repurposing and managing significant assets in Alphington and Northcote. In 2010, MIC established a Creative and
Digital Arts Business Incubator (artDECL) within the former Northcote Police Station.
In 2014, MIC established the Banyule digiDECL coworking space, with the assistance of funds and support from
Australia Post, Banyule City Council, Victorian Department of Human Services, Northern Melbourne Regional
Development Australia and MIC Director Ahmed Hammam.
Following this, MIC continued its expansion by providing planning and management expertise to establish the
Australia Post Small Business Hive in Geelong, VIC, and in 2017 MIC opened a new incubator in Greensborough
with the support and partnership of Melbourne Polytechnic.
MIC has demonstrated an ability to deliver highly impactful programs across Victoria. Through programs such as
New Enterprise Incentive Scheme, Small Business Online and Digital Enterprise Program MIC has delivered training
and mentoring to over 3,500 SMEs and home-based businesses.
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As a leading Australian Business Incubator, founded in the City of Darebin, Melbourne Innovation Centre
facilitates the growth of startup and scaleup enterprises in Melbourne’s North. The programs support and mentor
entrepreneurs to utilise various enterprise models as tools for solving the problems facing contemporary society on a
global scale.
Entering its 20th year of operation and adopting contemporary lean startup methodologies, MIC has supported
a range of technology focussed startups to grow through global market opportunities, in diverse industries such as
advanced manufacturing, ICT infrastructure and services, urban food production and robotics.
Featured in this booklet is a collection of MIC client businesses that are breaking ground in 2017.
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HUMAN CENTRED INNOVATIONS is mitigating human suffering with
the social robot that engages, enables, and empowers users.
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FARMWALL is changing the way society thinks about urban agriculture
through efficient growth and distribution of fresh produce within cities.
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LA SIRENE is up-classing current popular brewing trends with their
artisanal innovation, taking traditional methods and delivering to new
markets.
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WILD MELBOURNE is teaching deeper knowledge and appreciation
for the environment in combination with corporate professional 		
development and workplace efficiency through technology.
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LIFE CYKEL is challenging Australia’s concept of sustainable protein with
their waste-reducing, fresh urban mushroom farms.

Collaboration is integral to innovation. With over 100 startups, small businesses and coworkers across MIC’s four
campuses, not only does this foster great diversity in industry, talent, and skillsets, but also results in overlap that can
be harnessed for greater outcomes.
A leading recent example of this is Farmwall and Life Cykel, startups operating in the sustainable urban food
production space. Due to their shared target client base, these teams are working together to spread the word and
supply products to Melbourne cafes. This joint distribution of products creates efficiencies and reduces waste, in
addition to reducing the carbon footprint that would otherwise occur with a duplication of regular delivery routes.
This document showcases the caliber of the sustainable and innovative ecosystem thriving at MIC.
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startup Launches Interactive Social Robot
3rd March 2017
Human Centred Innovations launched Matlda, the new social robot and its bespoke software system, in Melbourne
on the 3rd March 2017. High-level representatives from NEC Platforms, Alzheimer’s Australia, Deloitte, and City of
Whittlesea were among the presenters.
Professor Rajiv Khosla, CEO of Human Centred Innovations, opened the launch. “Matlda is trying to mitigate human
suffering in different contexts.” Primarily, by engaging, enabling, and empowering users with lifestyle-centred multilingual services.
Maree McCabe, Interim CEO of Alzheimer’s Australia, spoke of patient trials and how Matlda has made a
profound difference to patients living with dementia and their carers. She highlighted that the robot provides respite
for carers and exampled no matter how many times the patient asks the robot a single question, it answers in the
same non-judgmental tone. “The unique elements that Matlda and social robots bring are of utmost importance,”
Maree stated.
Mr Hiroyuki Watanabe, Executive Vice President of NEC Platforms, spoke of creating value for society. NEC provided
Human Centred Innovations with the Partner Personal Robot (PaPeRo I) in order to provide social assistance to
hospitals, schools and disability sectors, businesses and Internet of Things, and the ageing.
Mr Hiroyuki Tanaka, Executive Expert of NEC Platforms, explained the functionality of Matlda, which includes voice
recognition software, a face tracking camera, temperature sensor, illuminance sensor, accelerometer, infrared sensor
(guest detection) and LED lights to give the robot expression.
Other guest presenters spoke of Matlda’s integration into the lives of those
affected by dementia, autism, and intellectual disabilities. Alice Bennet from nursing
home Cyril Jewel House explained, “Matlda provided a friendly introduction to
IT. It made patients more willing to use other technology. The TV gets switched off
and we all have a sing-a-long with Matlda.”
Matlda was introduced into the Waratah Special Developmental School in early
2017. Expert teacher Ms. Gurinder Kaur shared, “Students are really engaged –
interacting, following instructions, and actively participating.”

Human Centred Innovations
hc-inv.com
Rajiv Khosla
hci@hc-inv.com
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FARMWALL STARTUP TO SUSTAIN CITIES

7th July 2017

Picture a small-scale, vertical, edible garden that grows herbs and microgreens in urban cafes. It’s environmentallyconscious, sustainable, visually appealing—and it’s being turned into a reality right now by Farmwall at the Melbourne
Innovation Centre in Alphington.
Farmwall is a community-oriented social enterprise that aims to grow fresh, local and natural produce in close proximity
to food venues. This groundbreaking concept will provide custom design, installation, and maintenance of vertical farms
and fresh produce maintenance systems inside restaurants to provide high-value crops at chefs’ fingertips.
Farmwall cofounder, Geert Hendrix, explains the motivation behind the Melbourne-based startup. “It’s possible to
combine food production, design, and nature through innovative science and technologies. If we grow our food in
coherence with natural ecosystems and implement this mindset in designing our living spaces, we create a beautiful,
healthier environment for ourselves, as well as solving major issues that cause climate change and pollution.”

“We create a beautiful, healthier environment for
ourselves, as well as solving major issues that cause
climate change and pollution.”
Environmentally, the Farmwall reduces food miles, food waste, pesticide
and herbicide usage, water and energy costs, and deforestation.
In addition to vertical farms, Farmwall will also build urban aquaponics
farms on under-performing land such as parking lots and rooftops.
“Transforming them into food-producing spaces,” Geert describes.
Farmwall intends to inspire the city-based food industry to pursue a
more sustainable approach to acquiring fresh produce.
Melbourne Innovation Centre’s CEO, David Williamson, says, “We
are really excited to have Farmwall joining MIC’s business incubator
program. Farmwall is addressing some key market and societal issues
around food security and urban farming, combined with a unique and
clever business and distribution model.”
Farmwall will build its prototype and establish its first aquaponics system while at MIC. Few locations in Metropolitan
Melbourne could provide the necessary resources to nurture such a project, including onsite workshop space and land,
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business mentoring and support, and a diverse
business community for collaboration. Hendrix
applied after hearing about MIC’s strong
track record as a business incubator.
The prototype will be built in workshop space
and the aquaponics system will be set up
on outdoor MIC land. This system will grow
vegetables sustainably using fish, water, and
sun, with the aim of supplying restaurants
without a Farmwall with local produce and
providing those that do with larger produce
that won’t fit within the structure.
MIC’s Business Incubator has a strong relationship with the City of Darebin, utilising a council asset to grow local
businesses and create jobs. David says, “The energy of Farmwall’s highly credentialed team is abundant and we feel
they are a great cultural fit within the existing MIC incubator community, as well as the broader local community and
the City of Darebin.”
The first sketch of Farmwall was made in October 2016 and the team has rocketed through Melbourne’s startup
ecosystem in the short time since. They joined the Nest Coworking community in December 2016, taking part in the
boost program and receiving valuable support and assistance from owner Jay Chubb. In May 2017, Farmwall started
the Two Feet acceleration program at The Difference Incubator (TDI), which will run until October 2017. Through this,
the team has already learned how to design a solid model and dig deep into their value proposition, intent, and
customer desirability.
Farmwall’s journey highlights that there is a definite shift in the right direction in the startup ecosystem in Melbourne.
“Victoria is starting to build a more cohesive startup ecosystem,” David says. “This is case in point of how the ecosystem
can work in tandem, with Farmwall utilising coworking space at Nest in Thornbury, receiving support and participating
in The Difference Incubator’s program, and now launching into the validation and enterprise phase at Melbourne
Innovation Centre.”
The multilayered startup network is firmly in place to support Melbourne-based businesses like Farmwall. And the more
sustainable, globally-conscious entrepreneurs that grow out of it, the closer Melbourne will be to leading the world
into a better future.

“The world looks like a very bright, positive, and happy
space when we imagine our cities as green, natural and
productive spaces.”
As Geert says, “The world looks like a very bright, positive, and happy space when we imagine our cities as green,
natural and productive spaces: abundance, resilience, jobs and community without harming our environment.”

Farmwall
farmwall.com.au
Geert Hendrix
hello@farmwall.com.au
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The Flavour of Alphington
8th August 2017
Every bottle of La Sirene’s farmhouse ale is an embodiment of its locale. This microbrewery specialises in the
enigmatic flavour profiles of yeast unique to the Darebin Parklands, situated behind the brewery at Melbourne
Innovation Centre.
La Sirene is an urban farmhouse brewery with a strong sustainability focus. It produces beer like that made in
farmhouses in the early 14th century—yet it is six kilometers from Melbourne’s CBD. This anachronism sees the
contemporary warehouse emanating the mystery and charm of a beer sleeping room, custom-built cool ship
fermentation vessel, and 130 stunning traditional French oak barrels.
La Sirene founder, Costa Nikias, explains, “We wanted to make beer with a sense of place. Over the years, it has
become so industrialised and process-driven. We want to have a more authentic approach and pay homage to
where our beer is made.”

“We want to have a more authentic approach and pay
homage to where our beer is made.”
The Darebin Parklands and creek contains a huge
amount of flora which La Sirene coerces into their
brewery. “We typically do wild brewing on a windy
day with the roller doors open. It’s all about expressing
natural yeast.”
In doing so, La Sirene has captured the flavour of
Alphington. It uses the yeast to ferment the beer and
then takes those yeast strains to a lab. La Sirene now
has a full culture in a lab, so it can recall all the natural
yeasts that originate from that location. “We’re a
brand of Alphington,” says Eva Nikias, Costa’s partner
in business and life. “I don’t think you’ll find any stronger
than us.”
The Darebin Parklands are pivotal to this brewing method. La Sirene is a corporate member, supporting the land that
enables it to incorporate wild fermentation into the brewing process. One beer was forklifted down to the creek in
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the tank and left there for three days so it could inoculate naturally. “Other beers have a bit of house yeast and a bit
of parkland yeast,” Costa says. “But that one is a true representation of the parkland in beer form.”
Positioned in a large warehouse at Melbourne Innovation Centre, the brewery has received mentoring and support
from the business incubator to assist with its business growth. Initially brewing Saisons and farmhouse ales, La Sirene has
transcended that process since moving in, now focusing on making beer in barrels. “Wild fermented,” Costa explains,
“Spontaneously fermented in the cool ship. You can’t get any higher than that in terms of brewing.”
A cool ship is a large open vessel that catches the yeast and bacteria in the atmosphere as it cools. It demands very
cold conditions and can only be used within a period of around two weeks each year. La Sirene is one of very few
breweries globally to use this old school method that originat from Belgium. Costa calls it, “the Champagne of beer
making.”
La Sirene is a certified green business from the
Darebin City Council. Making beer with a sense
of place feeds into the brewery’s emphasis on
sustainability. The spirit of farmhouse beer-making
involves using local ingredients as much as possible—
and La Sirene uses Melbourne Water, hops grown
in Myrtleford, and yeast from Alphington. All of La
Sirene’s beers use 100% grain (larger breweries
tend to use around 30%), which then goes to a
piggery in Macedon to be used as feed. It doesn’t
use chemicals to clean the floors and recycles a lot
of its cooling water.

“Wild fermented... Spontaneously fermented in the
cool ship. You can’t get any higher than that in terms of
brewing.”
The business hires locally and organises all deliveries in-house, which further minimises its carbon footprint. “It’s our
responsibility to minimise our footprint,” Costa says. “For us it’s about building up a local market. It would be ideal to sell
all of our beer in metro Melbourne.”
“La Sirene is a gem in the middle of Alphington,” says Eva. “People are very proud of us.”

La Sirene
lasirene.com.au
Costa Nikias
info@lasirene.com.au
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Wild Melbourne Preserving Nature’s Future
12th September 2017
Not-for-profit Wild Melbourne is dedicated to enhancing the Victorian public’s understanding of native Australian
wildlife, science and environmental matters. Focussing on inspiring and enabling people to seek their own intimate
connections with nature, Wild Melbourne’s ultimate objective is to protect the world.
Instigating this level of cultural shift within communities is not an easy task, yet the world is facing a growing
environmental crisis that can’t be ignored. Simultaneously, we are facing a societal crisis of disengagement and
depression, fatigue and frustration that also must be addressed.
“We are now learning about nature’s role in our mental and physical wellbeing,” says co-founder Leonardo Guida,
Wild Melbourne’s Community Operations Manager.
Wild Melbourne understands that nature needs us as strongly we need it. And the team is intent on spreading the
word.

“Wild Melbourne understands that nature needs us as
strongly we need it. And the team is intent on spreading
the word.”
“There is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to caring
about the environment or interacting with the great
outdoors”, says Leonardo. The team find that the
best way to incite a response is to promote personal
connections with nature that are relevant and
unique to individuals.
Through articles, community events and school talks,
Wild Melbourne aims to educate communities on the
changing environment. This new information will act
as a catalyst for change in the way people relate to
the environment and will therefore make an impact
on the wider world.
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“It’s a fantastic thing to witness people discover something about the natural world they never really understood
before,” says Managing Director Chris McCormack.
Wild Melbourne boasts an incredibly diverse and passionate team, primarily individuals trained in the biological
sciences, whose skills are utilised through film, sound and storytelling to produce engaging and informative content.
While the majority of the team are volunteers, Wild
Melbourne has made a move toward establishing their
organisation by employing one full-time staff member
and setting up residence in Melbourne Innovation Centre
Greensborough. “We needed a place to grow and find
our legs,” said Leonardo, “Melbourne Innovation Centre
offered a welcoming environment with great support
services that could aid us in doing this”.
Now well-established in the space, the team have been presented with many opportunities
for growth. They recently received a grant from the Norman Wettenhall Foundation to produce a video series that
highlights the hard work of Victorian community conservation groups. Titled Community Conservationists¸ this project
aims to bring some much-deserved attention to five dedicated groups helping to protect and conserve Victoria’s
natural heritage.

“It is more important than ever that we grow and maintain
strong connections with natural environments.”
Wild Melbourne believes it is more important than ever that we grow and maintain strong connections with natural
environments. Every individual is a unique opportunity to protect the world. A cultural shift may be a slow process, but
it is also a vital step in bridging the gap between our community and our ecosystems.
As Leonardo says, “We hope to contribute to a cultural shift whereby people within our community consider
themselves more and more a part of a bigger picture, and in turn, are willing to protect that picture.”

Wild Melbourne
wildmelbourne.org
Chris McCormack and Leo Guida
info@wildmelbourne.org
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Startup with Sustainable Life Cykel
3rd October 2017
Melburnians love cafe culture. But did you know that coffee grounds end up in anaerobic landfill, unable to
decompose, ultimately turning our caffeine consumption into methane emissions? MIC’s newest startup, Life Cykel, is
reusing the waste of our urban tastes to create sustainable, high-protein food – mushrooms!
Life Cykel is an environmentally-focussed social enterprise that builds urban mushroom farms that run on coffee
waste. Good mates Ryan Creed and Julian Mitchell launched this startup to address their shared concerns about the
future of food, both in terms of sustainability and food security.
“After researching potential options that were sustainable for the planet and healthy for human consumption, we
could not look past mushrooms,” says Julian. “They’re grown from waste and are a perfect substitute for big carbon
emitters, such as meat, chicken, pork, and lamb.”
Life Cykel has two products. The first is fresh mushrooms, grown in bulk hanging bags, delivered to local cafes and
restaurants the same day the produce is picked. These are grown in shipping containers that have been modified to
simulate an environment similar to a cool, damp forest floor. The second product is mushroom boxes for households,
which are instead grown in shipping containers modified into warm, dark environments. Every home grown box diverts
60 cups of coffee waste from landfill.

“Every home grown box diverts 60 cups of coffee waste
from landfill.”
In 2015, the pair successfully raised $30k using Kickstarter to build Australia’s first urban mushroom farm in Fremantle.
In 2016, the pair ran their second crowdfunding campaign and successfully raised $31k to expand east and build a
mushroom farm in Melbourne.
The two crowdfunding campaigns required an
enormous amount of work. Julian’s advice to other
startups considering crowdfunding would be to do it.
“Crowdfunding enables you to get market feedback,
build a community, and bring necessary cash flow
without watering down equity,” he says. “To be
successful, you must put everything else in your life
on hold for 30 days and ensure you have a clear
plan. The key lever is getting media coverage.”
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This sustainable startup is now a part of Melbourne Innovation Centre. In August, an urban mushroom farm graced
the open land at Alphington – and the mushrooms are already growing and being harvested.

“One of the key learnings is working with people that
get what we are trying to achieve and share a similar
vision. After meeting with the MIC team, it became very
apparent that this would be a great working relationship.”
“We have been on an exponential learning curve with our
business,” Julian says. “One of the key learnings is working
with people that get what we are trying to achieve and share
a similar vision. After meeting with the MIC team, it became
very apparent that this would be a great working relationship.
We are grateful to be a part of the startup ecosystem in
Alphington.”
For now, Julian and Ryan will feed Australian cities and towns
with fresh mushrooms which they call “the most sustainable
and ethical source of protein.” This will be done with urban
farm production across the country, as well as with their
mushroom boxes that enable households to grow mushrooms
themselves.
Into the future, the pair has a bigger vision. “The world of
fungi has an infinite number of practical applications for a
sustainable and smarter future,” Julian explains. “We plan to
build the future with mushroom biomaterials that can
replace plastics, Styrofoam, and other materials made from fossil fuels and hazardous resins.”
It’s clear that Life Cykel strives to reduce agriculture’s carbon footprint, create sustainable and nutritious food, and
deliver social good. In doing so, the startup encapsulates its founders’ values and vision for a smarter, healthier
future.

Life Cykel
lifecykel.com
Ryan Creed and Julian Mitchell
info@lifecykel.com
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MIC Greensborough
MIC Greensborough opened its doors in April 2017 with 20 incubator offices and a purpose designed coworking
space. The diversity of industry includes robotics, IT infrastructure cooling systems, education platform development,
online food retail, media production and NFP environmental protection.
MIC Greensborough is the first combined business incubator and accelerator colocating with a Tech School in
Victoria. In partnership with Melbourne Polytechnic and Banyule-Nillumbik Tech School, opportunities are ripe to
engage startups and SMEs while connecting them with academic-industry innovation. Programs will be aligned to
provide students from Melbourne’s North East with the chance to interact with the region’s successful entrepreneurs
through dedicated student accelerator programs.
The dedicated facilitiy includes a vibrant and modern coworking space specifically designed for individuals who
want to be a part of an energetic entrepreneurial ecosystem. MIC’s 1300sqm of architect purpose-designed space
consists of:
• Incubator cells (private offices) for startup businesses
• Large coworking space for local entrepreneurs seeking flexible working environment
• Event and training spaces
• Shared kitchen
The facility builds upon MIC’s international award-winning culture of inclusiveness, growth, success, and global
mindset to provide an offering to a region brimming with entrepreneurial talent.

Contact us on:
info@melbourneinnovation.com.au
(03) 9499 9100

“Rex Australis”
Credit: MIC Client - Dean Colls from Aludean

